“Kinda like The Sims... But with ghosts?”: A Qualitative Analysis of Video Game Re-finding Requests on Reddit
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ABSTRACT

With the advent of the retro-gaming movement there is an increasing interest in rediscovering games once played. ‘Tip of my Joystick’ is a Reddit community dedicated to the re-finding of forgotten games. In this subreddit, users describe games they wish to re-find so that other users may help them identify the game’s title. This community thus offers a unique opportunity for studying how players recall and describe games and play experiences of the past. This paper presents the results of an analysis of a random sample of 250 posts from this subreddit. The posts were analyzed in terms of what aspects of games they describe. For the purpose of this analysis we developed a coding scheme consisting of 38 individual codes belonging to 9 different main categories. Our findings may contribute to research on game archiving and collection as they may help inform the design of better game search engines.
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1 INTRODUCTION

With a history spanning over 40 years, video games are not only novel artifacts, but also things of the past that may be forgotten and rediscovered at a later point in time. In the Reddit community /r/tipofmyjoystick, users attempt to re-find games they once played, but cannot remember the title of. Typically, a Reddit user will start a thread by posting a description of the game they wish to re-find, after which other users, based on this description, then try to help by suggesting the title of the game. As such, this community offers a unique opportunity for studying game re-finding. Such knowledge may prove valuable to the design and development of public game archives. To our knowledge, little consideration has been given to the question of how archived games should be made available for users to find. When users know the title of a game, re-finding that game may be straightforward, but when they remember only few aspects of the game not including the title and when many years have passed since last playing it, re-finding it can prove problematic. Another issue further complicate this scenario: games are highly complex, dynamic media objects and players do not necessarily engage with the same aspects of a game. Therefore, memories and descriptions of games may vary greatly from player to player.

While such issues cannot be solved within the scope of a single paper, we aim to take a first step in the process. In this paper we analyze so-called game-oriented known-item needs, i.e., limited but (mostly) complete descriptions of an existing object. In this study, the known items are games that users know on a first- or second-hand basis. Our analysis limits itself to the initial request in which the user describes their game information need, rather than the subsequent
comments by other users that form a collective problem-solving process. We code these game requests in terms of the aspects of the target game they describe and analyze our sample by the relative frequency of these individual aspects. While the Reddit community /r/tipofmyjoystick is not a game archive in itself, it does function as a user-driven instrument for re-finding games. As such, insights into how end-users — rather than archivists or collectors—describe games may potentially offer an alternative to existing game classification and retrieval principles.

2 RELATED WORK

2.1 Game archiving

Several scholars have discussed the problems associated with the archiving of games, often focusing on the issues pertaining to collection and preservation [4,13,16,17,20,21,24]. A commonly discussed issue is which game aspects, such as their code or hardware, to archive, and which to ignore. By necessity, answering such questions includes a value judgement about which aspects of games are deemed essential—and therefore important to preserve.

Accessibility is another important issue in game archiving. The logic by which archivists classify games may not necessarily be logical to laymen users, and even among users there may be great variation in how they describe information items [12]. It is therefore necessary to consider how users are supposed to find the archived games they are looking for. Game classification and typologies [1,10,11,25] may inform the construction of search algorithms. However, previous work has shown that a mismatch between classification terms assigned by professional indexers and the search terms entered by regular users can impede search success [7]. It therefore makes sense to study the users’ needs and search behavior in more detail and players’ game descriptions provide an interesting avenue for this. Similar to how existing research [19] shows that fan-generated and -curated game archives [21] can be used in in more institutional setting, the /r/tipofmyjoystick Reddit community represents a participatory culture that we argue should be taken into account when designing tools for archival game search.

2.2 Game search & re-finding

Despite their popularity, there are only a handful approaches dedicated to information seeking behavior related to video games. In2019, Anderson and Smith [2] and Zhang and Smith [26] presented work on how users describe their information needs with respect to retrieving specific moments in games. However, to the best of our knowledge there is no work on how the more general question of how people search for and decide which video games they want to play. In our paper, we focus on another type of information seeking behavior: re-finding. Re-finding is the act of attempting to locate and return to previously encountered information and is centered around satisfying so-called known-item needs — situations where a user has a limited but (mostly) correct description of an existing object [9]. Typically, the user is convinced the object exists and would like to find it. The closest to our work is the study by Bogers et al. [6], who collected and annotated a set of 521 threads from three gaming-focused Reddit subreddits. In their analysis they focused specifically on how their
annotations could inform the design of better game search algorithms. Their coding scheme contained five main categories of the aspects that make the known-item relevant to the user — content, metadata, experience, context, and interactivity. There are also a handful of similar studies of known-item needs in different domains, such as books and movies [5, 14].

3 METHODOLOGY

3.1 Data collection

Earlier work has shown that online discussion forums are a fruitful source of descriptions of complex information needs for a variety of casual leisure domains [5,6,14]. We turned to Reddit, a popular discussion and social news website. Reddit has many dedicated discussion groups—so-called 'subreddits'—focused on video games. There are a handful of subreddits focused on video game-related information needs, but only /r/tipofmyjoystick is dedicated to videogame re-finding requests. We adapted an existing Reddit crawler to collect the game re-finding requests from /r/tipofmyjoystick. We set it to crawl all threads and comments posted to this subreddit from June 2-22, 2018, resulting in 1,131 threads. On average, these Reddit threads contained 4.4 comments for a total of 4,969 comments on all 1,131 threads. The length of these requests (as represented by the first post in a thread) varied greatly: from 1 to 1,137 words with an average of 115.5 words per request.

3.2 Coding

We used open coding to develop our coding scheme for game re-finding requests on a random sample of 65 threads as our development set. Both authors developed their own individual coding schemes on this set. Coders were shown the title and the full text of the first post for each thread. Many subreddits, especially those aimed at solving other Reddit users’ problems, often includes guides or templates for how to phrase a request for help in a Reddit post. The /r/tipofmyjoystick community also offers such a template with a set of recommended categories to include: “Platform(s)”, “Genre”, “Estimated year of release”, “Graphics/Art style”, “Notable characters”, “Notable gameplay mechanics” and “Other details”. We were aware of the influence this template would have on our coding process, but our goal was to capture real-life information needs on Reddit, so we did not remove these headers before coding.

Our open-coding phase resulted in two different coding schemes with a combined total of 74 different codes. Many codes were proposed by both annotators. In the axial coding phase, we used affinity mapping to produce a single, unified coding scheme by merging similar codes and identifying hierarchical relationships between codes. The resulting coding scheme was then discussed by both authors until consensus was reached. In general, we made all axial coding decisions with the aim of both taking into account the needs of designers of game archivists as well as better supporting the search for new and old games by the general public. Our final coding scheme is described in the Section 4.
In the final coding phase, both authors annotated their own random sample of 150 game re-finding threads. None of the top-level or low-level codes are mutually exclusive. Top-level codes were never directly annotated, but instead inferred from the low-level annotations. In order to be able to examine the reliability of our content analysis, we made sure that 50 posts overlapped between both authors, resulting in a total of 250 unique coded posts. Agreement on the overlapping set of 50 posts was calculated using Cohen’s kappa and was $\kappa=0.46$ averaged over all 38 low-level codes, which can be classified as moderate agreement [18].

4 RESULTS

Our coding scheme👢 includes nine top-level categories: Design, Structure, Narrative, Genre, Metadata, Audience & purpose, Experience, Exposure, and Similarity. These nine main categories are further subdivided into 38 low-level codes. Figure 1 shows the structure of our coding scheme with top-level codes in bold and low-level codes in a lighter color variant.

Coding was not always straightforward, as the same statement in a game’s description can represent multiple aspects. For example, Availability and Hardware & platform often overlapped, as illustrated by the following quote: “I know it was from a website with a large amount of other games that weren’t choose your own adventure.” This quote could be coded as Availability as it identifies the game’s distribution model as a website, but it could also describe the platform on which the game is played. Sometimes, even specific terms used in the requests could have multiple meanings. For instance, the term ‘arcade’ was sometimes coded as Genre, as when described a game for PC with “It was a very bright colorful cartoonish style arcade game”. In other cases, it was used as Hardware & platform, as exemplified by the quote “Tank-like two person arcade game. I used to play this with my friends in the arcade”. In this case, the term ‘arcade’ should be coded as Hardware & platform, as the user described playing the game on an actual arcade machine. While coding in itself is an interpretive practice, some posts proved particularly difficult to code. For instance the term ‘dark’ can be applied to many game aspects, but this is not always clearly specified, such as in a post describing a game as a “Dark FPS”.

Finally, it should be mentioned that the code Similarity was used for descriptions of both similarity and dissimilarity. The following quotes demonstrate both uses: “I already looked up Menace and Blood Money and most of Psygnosis’s games that came out around the same time. They’re not it” and “…it was a JRPG style turn based RPG much like Final Fantasy but was 100% not final fantasy”. Even though one could argue that similarity and dissimilarity are opposites, both concepts are used to characterize a game by making comparisons to other games, which is why we combined them into a single code.

5 ANALYSIS

5.1 Complexity

The game re-finding requests posted to /r/tipofmyjoystick are of ten quite complex: in our sample of 250 posts, 7.1 different codes were assigned to a post on average, reflecting the richness of these descriptions and
contrasting with the more singular focus of web search behavior. [5] report a similar level of complexity at 7.4 different codes on average for books and 7.7 for movie requests.

Figure 1: Relative frequencies of the 38 codes in our sample of annotated Reddit threads (N= 250). Dark bars in each color group represents the top-level code and lighter-colored bars to their right represent the low-level codes.

5.2 Frequency

Figure 1 shows the relative frequencies of the nine top-level codes as well as our 38 low-level codes. Despite the richness of the game re-finding requests in terms of number of codes applied per post, not all codes occur in equal measure in our sample. As Figure 1 shows, the four most frequently applied top-level codes were Meta-data (89.2%), Narrative (83.2%), Structure (81.6%), and Design (70.8%). Each of these top-level codes were dominated by a few low-level codes. As shown in Figure 1, the codes Characters, Setting and Events — low-level codes of Narrative —occur with a relative frequency of 68.0%, 41.6% and 25.2% respectively. In contrast, World building, Cutscene(s) and Dialogue are much more infrequent (<10%). It seems that in particular characters and settings are more easily remembered by players, and also easy to communicate in the relative short format of the Reddit requests. These aspects are also commonly remembered in other domains, such as books and movies [5,7], and can be easily described without the need for a specialized vocabulary as well as understood by the other members of the /r/tipofmyjoystick community. A similar pattern emerges with Metadata, Structure and Design. For each of the three top-level codes only two low-level codes occur with a frequency of over 20%. This distribution is unsurprising since most frequently used codes also coincided with the template often used in /r/tipofmyjoystick. Nevertheless, our analysis sheds light on the many aspects not already part of the template, but which appeared consistently, albeit less frequently, in the game descriptions.
Among the less frequently used top-level codes are Genre (47.6%), Exposure (32.4%), Similarity (22.4%), Experience (21.2%), and Audience and & purpose (7.6%). Of these, only Experience contains more than two low-level codes, although they are all fairly infrequent at 0.4% to 8.4% of all posts.

With regard to Genre (47.6%) — albeit a contested concept among game researchers [3,8,15,23] — it is unsurprising that it is a relatively frequently described aspect, as it remains a widely-used shorthand for describing games in popular discourse. What may seem more remarkable, is the frequency of Exposure (32.4%). Afterall, this code describes a somewhat idiosyncratic aspect of the game, that at first sight may not seem immediately useful in a community-based search. However, we also frequently encountered situations where the user did not know when the game was released, but instead offered an estimate of when they themselves played the game. In the absence of more accurate release date information, this could still help other users narrow down the search by eliminating other games by filtering out ‘impossible’ release dates.

Another interesting and complex top-level code is Similarity, which we encountered in 22.4% of all posts. It is evidence of the comparative manner in which games tend to be described, as players point out other, known game titles that are, in different ways, (dis)similar to the game that the user wishes to re-find. It should be noted, though, that it was not always easy to deduce from the description in what way(s) that other game was similar to the one the user was trying to re-find. Therefore, while it is evident from the frequency of Similarity, that this is an important aspect of game re-finding request, it would be far from trivial to operationalize as part of a retrieval algorithm for a game search engine.

The template provided by the /r/tipofmyjoystick admins overlaps with our coding scheme. However, with its 10 top-level codes and 38 low-level codes, our coding scheme is considerably richer and more nuanced, reflecting that users do not necessarily limit themselves to the template — or even follow it altogether. It would therefore be of particular interest to determine which codes are relatively frequent in our data set despite not being a part of the template. Of these, the most noteworthy ones are probably Setting, Events and Similarity. None of these can easily be contained within the categories of the template, but they nevertheless occur in between 20 and 40% of all posts.

6 DISCUSSION & CONCLUSIONS

Our findings open up many interesting directions for future work. For instance, we did not analyze the demographic characteristics of /r/tipofmyjoystick users, but assumed that they are representative of the entire population of video game players. However, many attempts have been made to design games targeted at specific demographics, such as female players. If these games differ significantly from others, re-finding requests for them may differ as well. A better understanding of the (lack of) homogeneity of /r/tipofmyjoystick could help us frame our findings and assess their generalizability. Drawing conclusions based on a more homogeneous user group could affect the results in certain ways, such as by promoting some aspects of games at the expense of others, which runs counter to the idea of building inclusive game search engines.
In the present study, we also did not annotate the historical period (e.g., the decade) in which the game was released. However, design conventions, distribution and business models, as well as available technologies change over time. For example, due to CD-ROM technology, game developers increased the number of cut-scenes in their games [22]. One could hypothesize that this might also be observable from the frequency of the low-level Cutscene(s) code when comparing requests decade by decade.

These issues reinforce the complexity of building search engines for (re-finding) games and require a detailed understanding of general game search behavior. To achieve this, we should not only take into account the complexities of current games, but also past design conventions and game distribution patterns. Our study represents a first step in this direction. We may also need to look beyond the request itself and examine the collaborative problem-solving process taking place in the /r/tipofmyjoystick community after a request has been posted. Investigating the success factors of game re-finding requests would be valuable for optimizing the game re-finding process specifically and game search in general.
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